
Perivolas
Boat Tours



The Perivola s Ca ldera Tou r
Explore the caldera and the magnificent sea-
scape of Santorini in the comfort of our private 
shaded boat. You will visit the astonishing 
volcanic islands that surround Santorini and 
Thirasia and swim in the deep blue Santorinian 
waters.

On board you will be served snacks and bever-
ages and also be provided with towels and snor-
kelling equipment.

Duration: 3 hours.



The Perivola s Tou r
If you are interested in discovering some beautiful 
and hidden swimming spots, then look no further!
Take this tour and enjoy the comfort of our private 
shaded boat while exploring the volcanic remains 
of “Strongili”. 

Your captain will take you to the red and white 
beaches where you can enjoy a quiet swim, 
before heading to a picturesque family owned 
seaside taverna for lunch.

Duration: 5 hours



The Perivola s Deluxe Tou r
Enjoy the scenery and the magical feeling of the 
Caldera and discover hidden coves for an invigor-
ating swim. Check out the underwater marvels at 
the Red and White Beach using the snorkeling 
equipment available on board.

Experience the genuine warmth of Greek hospital-
ity with a private dinner at the Hideaway (subject 
to availability of the Hideaway).

Duration: 5 hours



The Perivola s Aegea n Tou r
A full day at sea with our Sunseeker Superhawk 40 
and private captain will allow you to explore the 
Caldera and some nearby islands while enjoying 
the most beautiful and serene swimming spots. 

Having enjoyed lunch and a full day at sea you will 
be returning to watch the iconic Santorinian 
sunset from the sea before returning to Ammoudi.

Duration: up to 8 hours



The Perivola s Boat Tou rs are exclusive to our guests and offer the perfect opportunity to 

explore the magnificent Aegean Seascape and clear blue waters in the comfort of our private boats 

and captain. Whether a day excursion to a nearby island or a fun time at sea, you will be able to cus-

tomize your time at sea along the way, according to your mood and weather conditions.

For all snacks and meals the menu is focused on local delicacies and Mediterranean cuisine, and 

can be adapted to any dietary requirements and preferences.
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